SUPPORTING DETAILS - EXHIBIT 1
Detail source:

Michigan Section ARES (Incorporated as Addendum 1 to state
of Michigan’s RACES Plan)

Section VI (ARES Plan)
VI.

Gateway Station

IMPLEMENTATION: At the first quarterly ARPSC Leadership meeting of each
year, Michigan’s DEC/RACES Coordinators will select a “Gateway Station” which
will serve a one year term. Nominations for this position are open only to clubs and
groups which are part of the ARPSC community in Michigan. Nominations shall be
brought to the simple majority of those voting thereon. In the case of a tie vote, a
new vote shall be taken until a simply majority decision can be made. The SEC and
State RACES Officer shall not be eligible to vote.
CONCEPT AND BACKGROUND: The term “Gateway” was used by the ARRL in
its final ANERCOM Report and by M r. Jimmy Walker (W D4HZL) in his critique
of 1989 Hurricane Hugo relief operations. Those proposals suggest more effective
use of amateur capabilities can be made by designing “only priority or Gateway”
stations to liaison duty for disaster communications.
Those “Gateways” should be located outside the area of disaster and their function
was to relieve an additional burden which has traditionally been borne by amateurs
living within the area of devastation. It was a specific recommendation of Mr.
Walker that amateurs develop and integrate into the ARES Emergency Operations
Plan a procedure to assign a centralized location in a disaster area, for access by the
public, and for the origination of WELFARE traffic and a news release which can
be distributed to the appropriate broadcasting facilities for transmission to the
public. In Michigan, we consider the concept appropriate for ARES and RACES
operation as an integrated component of the state’s ARPSC structure.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: In accordance with the aforementioned references,
it is proposed that minimum requirements for Michigan’s Gateway Station shall be
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reasonably high power, multi-band and multi-mode capability, emergency power, a
functional 24 hour telephone access and capability to operate on a 24 hour cycle and
be completely familiar with the National Traffic System.
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SUPPORTING DETAILS - EXHIBIT 2
2003 Annual Michigan Section Retreat NTS Forum Roster
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Rita Baker, WB8FBG
Joseph Bell, WD8USA
Roger Edwards, WB8WJV
John Freeman, N8ZE
Gary Johnston, KI4LA
Larry Lindnii, KB8AIZ
John McDonough, WB8RCR
David Metz, KC8OBH
Nick Peth, AF8CS
Joe Phillips, K8QOE
Rick Schattilly, KC8VOA
Joe Turner, K8CQF
Jim Weaver, K8JE
Denny Wilkinson, VE3EUI
Dale Williams, W A8EFK
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SUPPORTING DETAILS - EXHIBIT 3
Excerpted Comments

Septex 89 State of Michigan Evaluation Report
EMDPublication 9149 November 1989
Emergency Management Division
Michigan Department of State Police
The State of Michigan, in concert with ninety local government jurisdictions,
conducted a national security exercise from July 18 - September 22, 1989. Exercise
play began July 18 with a declaration by the governor of a “Communication W atch”
as a result of increasing international tensions. Communication between the state
emergency operations center and local government began with weekly requests for
information and status reports on emergency preparedness actions at all levels of
government. The scenario escalated on August 7, when the governor declared an
“Alert.” Readiness activities continued at the state and local level. The exercise
culminated with full emergency operations activations at the state and local levels on
September 20 and 21. The exercise scenario continued through the “Alert” level,
into the “National Emergency” level, into post-attack recovery operations, and
concluded with a participants critique...
“The primary goal of this exercise was to improve on the effectiveness of
participating governmental entities to respond in a nuclear attack environment in
order to ensure the survivability of citizens.”
Objectives:
1.
“To test selected elements of inter-jurisdictional population protection
operations to measure organizational and operational capability to implement state
and local plans, policies and procedures.”
2.

“To identify specific planning shortfalls and obtain data necessary to improve
the plan.”
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3.

“To determine the level of cooperation between agencies, department, and
organizations in responding to problems associated with a disaster situation.”

4.

“To determine the effectiveness of procedures for requesting resources from a
higher level of government.”

5.

“To determine the adequacy of communications systems among and within
emergency response organizations during each phase of a nuclear attack
environment.”

6.

“To determine if the Michigan Emergency Management System has sufficient
radiological defense personnel, monitoring equipment and adequate
radiological emergency procedures.”

7.

“To determine the capability of the state public information system to provide
official information and instruction to diverse populations in order to facilitate
timely and appropriate public response during a war related emergency.”

Relevant Quotes:
Page 2
“M any local jurisdictions recognized a need to provide more training to
representatives, particularly in their specific area of responsibility.”
Page 3
“Participation by key officials must be emphasized”...”Involvement in training and
exercises can provide the catalyst.”
Page 4
“there would be a substantial priority use of the interstate highway system for the
movement of military units. State and local plans do not sufficiently address how
this would affect evacuation procedures that have been prepared for planned
evacuation areas.”
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Page 5
“Government, both at the state and local levels, should continue to develop working
relationships with neighboring jurisdictions. The need is particularly evident
between planned evacuation areas and general shelter areas.”
Page 6
“Coordination among agencies continues to be stifled by message systems. The
importance of documentation is without question. Within the state EOC, more
copies of individual messages were needed. Confusion developed over the
procedures for handling incoming/outgoing messages.”
Page 7
“Local government was not able to identify specifically how much, of what kind,
and exactly where, in order to make requests for assistance worthwhile.”
“Internal communication was less than adequate in many jurisdictions. This is a
problem reflected in most exercises. M any participants were unfamiliar with
message flow procedures.”
Page 11
“This exercise highlighted the need to better educate the public, and many
government official, on civil defense issues. M any of the planning concepts and
recommended procedures currently advocated are new to many people. Most
people, including many key government officials, still believe we are operating
under the old crisis relocation plans.”
Page 12
“SEPTEX-89, the first exercise of this magnitude in Michigan, was hailed by local
coordinators as a giant step forward for civil defense.”
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Exhibit 4 NTS Training Materials - Source
From: "Betsey Doane" <k1eic@mindspring.com>
To: "Joe Turner" <jturner@michiganpropertytax.com>
Subject: RE: Connecticut Messages
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2002 20:30:38 -0500

Hi Joe,
What a nice letter--thank you!
I remember those messages--M ary Baxter WB1GXZ I think was the one who did
some of that. She is a silent key. But I think the idea came from the New
Jersey Net and I will surely ask around and see if we can't find them.
Because if we can, sure you can have them!--I'll keep this message and see
what I can find.--73--Betsey K1EIC SM CT
-----Original Message----From: Joe Turner [mailto:jturner@michiganpropertytax.com]
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 11:08 AM
To:
·

k1eic@arrl.org
Subject: Connecticut Messages

Dear Elizabeth:
My name is Joe Turner (K8CQF) and I've recently accepted an appointment
as the Michigan STM.
As I'm pondering the activities which lie ahead in Michigan's STM
position, one of the things that is in the forefront of my mind is
finding a professional method of emphasizing emergency preparedness
traffic handling - and good operating practices.
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Over the 40 plus years that I've been licensed, the single best
document I've ever seen was a series of messages which I believe were
designed and used for the Connecticut Novice Net. It was way back in
the late 1980s when I last saw the printed pages comprising messages
which were to be routinely sent across Connecticut. That book of
messages contained individual communications which covered among other
things the use of Q signals, appropriate traffic handling techniques
and historical information. Embedded within the context of the
complete book was the rationale for contemporary operating practices and
tips for good radio operation. It was simply a terrifically well done
document.
Would you happen to have access to the message book with these training
messages? If you don't, would you be able to check with your staff or
perhaps on one of your state nets to see if anyone does and if they
would share the information with me?
If it becomes available, may I have the owner's permission to use the
messages both on-the-air and in training materials I may provide
throughout our Section.
As our Michigan group strengthens its emergency preparedness efforts in
response to recent terrorist challenges, I can't think of a resource
I'd like more than Connecticut's old Novice Net Training materials. It
is my belief that work will provide a solid foundation of skills
essential to radio operators who must be able to respond effectively at
a time of future crisis. Such a good foundation combined with properly
presented contemporary work will assure our operators can respond
effectively when needed.
73 de Joe K8CQF
Michigan Section Traffic Manager
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SUPPORTING DETAILS - EXHIBIT 5
K7BFL 2003 NTS Survey
From: "Don Felgenhauer" <k7bfl@arrl.net>

To: <va7dr@rac.ca>; <wa9jwl@arrl.net>; <barassoc@peoplestelecom.net>;
<k4lid@arrl.net>; <km5yl@arrl.net>; <w6bf@arrl.org>; <ve4hay@rac.ca>;
<n3egf@arrl.net>; <n1jbd@arrl.net>; <k8cqf@arrl.net>; <kj5yy@arrl.net>
Subject: National Traffic System Performance Survey
Date: Thursday, January 09, 2003 11:04 PM
I have selected you from a list of officials of ARRL or RAC sections. I
am an active operator in the National Traffic System (NTS), and am hoping
that you can help me with a "survey" to determine a snapshot of the
"performance" of the NTS. "Performance" will be measured by two
factors: Timeliness and Accuracy. The "survey" is not meant, necessarily,
to find out "where or when" errors occurred, but to find out "how many" and
"what type" of errors are happening. From this, maybe additional training
can be focused in those areas that need improving.
"Timeliness" will be the time difference between the Time Filed and the
Time Delivered.
"Accuracy" will be defined as the percentage of information identical
between the Originated information and the Delivered information.
Here is how you can help...
After I receive your "ok" to participate I will Originate to you a message
via the NTS. The Signature may be mine; or another person, real or
fictitious. The message will be Originated from station K7BFL. When you
get the radiogram please email back to me the entire radiogram
(Preamble....Address....Text....Signature), along with the time and date
(UTC) that you received the message. I will "score" the message and email
back to you the radiogram I originated to you.
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I plan on sending one message to each ARRL and RAC section during the next
several months, starting the process on voice, cw, or digital
circuits. When the survey is complete I will email a summary of the
results to all participants. Perhaps one of you would volunteer to write
an article for QST about the survey and how the results can be used to
improve the "performance" of the NTS?
If you would prefer not to participate, please suggest another person in
your section that I could contact. Otherwise please reply to this email,
along with any comments and/or suggestions to make the survey more
helpful. Thank you
73, Don K7BFL
ORS, OES...EWA
One of the Lost messages has been Found, so the results have been
revised....same place on the Traffic Tools web page

·

http://home.earthlink.net/~k7bfl/tfctools.html

It has been completed! Thank you to all of you who participated and helped
with the survey.
The Results are in a 28 page Adobe Acrobat 5.0 file located at
·

http://home.earthlink.net/~k7bfl/NTSSurvey.pdf
This link is located in part of a web page on traffic handling which I have
had for some time at http://home.earthlink.net/~k7bfl/tfctools.html
I have removed all of the Address information from the Report.....to
protect the innocent!
It is "interesting" to conjecture why some of the errors were made. Some
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of my ideas on that subject are in the link titled "Top Ten Ways .....",
located in the Traffic Tools web page. The survey is intended to create a
discussion regarding our Performance; resulting in increased training
and/or procedure changes, which will enable us to improve the
Performance. Feel free to use the information for any such purposes. We
have not yet identified the "writers" for an article in QST about the
survey. How about you?
Again....thanks....73
Don Felgenhauer K7BFL
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Exhibit Six
Communication Paths
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Exhibit Seven
NTS Volunteer levels and work load over time
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Exhibit Eight
Details of Michigan NTS Activity
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Exhibit Nine
Sample Monthly Michigan NTS Report with value of service estimate
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Exhibit Ten
National Monthly Reporting by SECs and STMs

2001-03 Avg Reporting Levels SEC 20% STM 67%

Period
Jan-01
Apr-01
May-01
Jul-01
Aug-01
Sep-01
Oct-01
Nov-01
Feb-02
Mar-02
Apr-02
May-02
Jun-02
Aug-02
Sep-02
Nov-02
Feb-03
Mar-03
Median
Mode
Mean

STM
Reporting
46
47
48
43
49
48
51
46
48
48
47
49
51
40
51
46
50
48
48
48
47.6

Percent
64.8%
66.2%
67.6%
60.6%
69.0%
67.6%
71.8%
64.8%
67.6%
67.6%
66.2%
69.0%
71.8%
56.3%
71.8%
64.8%
70.4%
67.6%

SEC
Reporting
23
24
16
19
19
21
22
20
25
19
20
18
21
18
13
19
26
24

67.6%
67.6%
67.0%

20
19
20.4

Percent
32.4%
33.8%
22.5%
26.8%
26.8%
29.6%
31.0%
28.2%
35.2%
26.8%
28.2%
25.4%
29.6%
25.4%
18.3%
26.8%
36.6%
33.8%

QST
Issue
Apr-01
Jul-01
Aug-01
Oct-01
Nov-01
Dec-01
Jan-02
Feb-02
May-02
Jun-02
Jul-02
Aug-02
Sep-02
Nov-02
Dec-02
Feb-03
May-03
Jun-03

28.2%
26.8%
28.7%
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